Beehive State voters continue to
worry about air quality, oppose river
diversions as a solution to water
woes, and demonstrate a strong
connection to public lands and
candidates that support them.
 Utah voters stand out from the rest of
the Western region due to their
significant and sustained concern
about air quality. Voters in Utah have
consistently stated that “air pollution
and smog” are extremely or very
serious problems facing their state,
with two-thirds (67%) today qualifying it
as such, and virtually everyone
classifying it as at least a somewhat
serious problem (95%). This stands in
stark contrast to the perceptions of the
rest of the region (32% extremely or
very serious problem region-wide).
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Consistently throughout the data, Utah
voters demonstrate their strong connection
to public lands…
 They are the most likely to say that the closure of
public lands during the federal shutdown hurt small
businesses and the economy of communities near
public lands (89% agree, only 8% disagree).
 One-in-three (33%) say the closures of public lands
left them “annoyed” and another quarter (24%) were
outright “angry.”
 96% of voters report having visited public lands in the
last year.
 Two-thirds (66%) say they are more likely to vote for a
Congressional candidate who supports protection of
public lands.
 Conversely, 63% say they are less likely to vote for a
candidate who proposes the sale of federal lands.

Voters in Utah have the most positive reaction to the use of Master Leasing Plans by
the Bureau of Land Management of any state.


Two-thirds (67%) register their support after hearing a brief explanation of the concept, and only
20% oppose it. These views remain solid after voters hear a pro and con discussion of the issue as
well.
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The vast majority reject river diversions as a way to deal with water shortage
issues in Utah.


81% say that low levels of water in rivers is a serious problem facing the state – the only state in
the region to register more concern today than last year.



When provided with two
paths that state resource
officials could take in
dealing with water
shortage problems, Utah
voters strongly prefer a
conservation-based
approach over diversions
of river water, much as
those in neighboring states
facing the same issue.

